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A comprehensive manual appropriate for two-semester A&P courses. This new edition features
an extensive and updated full-color art program, updated exercises, and an engaging writing
style. The unique interactive approach of this manual is designed to engage students in
developing a deeper understanding of the material to help as they embark on their allied health
career. Loose-leaf, 3-hole drilled, full-color

About the AuthorErin Amerman presently teaches anatomy and physiology at Florida State
College - Jacksonville. She has been involved in anatomy and physiology education for more
than 14 years as an author and professor. She received a B.S. in cellular and molecular biology
from the University of West Florida and a Doctorate in Podiatric Medicine from Des Moines
University. Dr. Amerman is the author of the best-selling Exploring Anatomy and Physiology in
the Laboratory series with Morton Publishing Company, and of the textbook Human Anatomy
and Physiology with Pearson Education (to be released in January 2015). She is deeply
committed to helping her students succeed in the A&P course, and generating curiosity and
excitement about the material and its application in their future careers. Dr. Amerman is a
member of HAPS, and enjoys attending the annual HAPS conferences, especially when they
are in locations that have ample hiking opportunities and many different species of snake. When
she is not writing or in the classroom, Dr. Amerman enjoys spending time with her family and her
menagerie of rescued cats, dogs, pet rats, snakes, tetras, and a turtle. She also practices karate
and kobudo (she will earn her second-degree black belt in April of 2015), and enjoys
photographing the local wildlife around her home in rural northern Florida. She can often be
found hiking around the prairie with a camera and snake hook in hand.
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Donna Arlynn Frisinger, “Best price is on Amazon, decent book.... This lab book is what I
needed for school. I may not have personally chosen this book but it is required and does a fairly
decent job at explaining things. It was at least $30 cheaper here, so I had to take advantage of
that. Our instructor does not allow use of printed or copied pages so we are required to use the
lab pages from the book, be cautious and aware of that possibility when considering buying it
used or purchasing a digital copy.”

Noneyabusiness, “Pretty good lab book (loose-leaf). Good quality loose leaf item... I don't care
for the fact that it seems to be missing information that would be crucial if you are doing the lab
separately or have an instructor that leaves out some details, but the material itself is clear and
helpful. I really like the various exercises, from coloring, labeling, and reading material attached.
It's a good textbook for the course.”

Thao Huynh, “Clear Images with Helpful Exercises. Bright, crisp, modern designs are used, and
there are pre-lab and review exercises that do help, if you've read the material beforehand. If not,
all of the information is within the experiments, which is extremely useful; you won't have to use
other resources.The images are clear, and provide great examples. The experiments are
interesting, and there are certain images for dissection (fetal pig, etc). It's a great tool for review,
but not something to take seriously, if your professor doesn't require you to turn in the
worksheets.”

Rebekah, “Came in perfect condition.. Received it in a great condition. The loose leaf paper
seems more heavy duty that the typical loose leaf text which is great. Personally, I only got this
because my professor has it as a required material - I'll only be doing strictly was my professor
wants me to do with it. But I won't study from it as I'm retaking Anatomy for a higher grade and
now know the ins and outs of the class. So I won't be using it for studying. It's great though if
you're new to the subject!”

lea everett, “Bought new, good price!. Came as described in new condition with plastic wrap.
This is the best value I could find. However, the box was undamaged and the book cover was
considerably bent with lines in it from poor handling.”

Galed Bienes, “As Described!. THANKS! Was crunching on time being I finally made my
decision to change my major to radiography and needed this right away, to start classes and at
a good price, I can always count on Amazon, to beat the price of other places... You all, sent
what I hoped for and especially on a timely manner! Would recommend this seller to other
students...”



NBH, “Lots of great pictures in full color and great explanation of how .... I bought this book for a
class but decided to keep it even after I was done with the class . Lots of great pictures in full
color and great explanation of how different systems in the body work. It works as a great
reference book to keep for years .”

The book by Erin C. Amerman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 248 people have provided feedback.
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